Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

Should you read this PM News? Or not? Reading it takes time, energy, focus… plus it might offer upsetting views of the world that you are not interested to pursue.

We cannot make that decision for you. But we can write our hearts out for you.

In traditional indigenous initiations, you hatch out of your childhood Survival-Strategy Box through being given a new identity-structure to move into, namely: 'being an adult in this tribe'. Everything is defined for you: how to dress, build your home, design your hunting and cooking implements, how to plant, harvest, store and cook crops, what rituals to perform, songs to sing, dances to dance to ask the gods for rain, and how to bury your dead. You are given a complete identity-container to inhabit. The transition from adolescence to adulthood is sudden and complete. Ten percent die during initiations, but they are honored for trying. The uninitiated are cared for as children.

This strategy for escaping the Box’s rigidity, and for preventing psychopathic personality disorders from gaining positions of power in the tribe, worked for 100,000 years because original human cultures are noble and regenerative at a small scale, and the environment remained stable. In the 21 Century, these two conditions no longer apply. Modern culture is neither noble nor regenerative, and the economy, military, politics, government, religion, and most importantly: the natural world, are radically destabilized. Entirely new forms of initiation are required now, where each individual rather than the overall culture take responsibility. It is time to grow up. But how?

The work of Possibility Management is sometimes misinterpreted to be merely ‘feelings work’, meant to make you feel better in your modern culture life, or to have a better relationship or career. It is easy to see how this might seem so. Due to our lack of schooling in how to Inner-Navigate our Feelings and Emotions, due to our terrible Fear of Connection, fear of being Present, fear of being Responsible… due to the degree of Gremlin, Child, or Parent contamination of our Adult Ego-state, we are unable
to Navigate Authentic Adulthood Initiatory Processes. Rudimentary repair work and core skill development are required even before Thoughtware Upgrade Liquid States can take place.

This explains how S.P.A.R.K. Study Group, Rage Club, Fear Club, StartOver.xyz Experiments Team, Emotional Healing Processes (EHP), Expand The Box Training, and so on, are both reparations and preparations needed before the true work of Possibility Management opens full throttle into your life. The actual aim of Possibility Management is to build your Agency to the degree that you Cavitate new culture space and build out and inhabit your part of Archiarchy through providing the Nonmaterial Value of your Bright Principles and your Archetypal Lineage.

We are fellow journeyers with you on this Path. Where are you now? What can we do for you?

With enthusiasm and commitment,

Your PM News Team!

---

Upcoming WorkTalks
for reparation and preparations on your Path to Authentic Adulthood and Archetypal Initiatory Processes
(from the soonest to the latest)
(click on the flyer for the event page)

What to do when you're swimming between the quantity of things and time? I have so many things to do, where to focus? Why am I overwhelmed? What's the purpose behind it? Why is the important things are left for later? What is the result of procrastination? What makes something important? What makes a minute fast or eternal?

We explore these questions along with two maps and exercises.
Spaceholder: Gabriela Fagundes
When: Tuesday, 28 February, 6-8h30 pm CET
Investment: Open Contribution
Registration: https://t.me/+lpuKXt7-qMZlOTNh

Being hooked is an energetic state where it feels as if your possibilities end, and you are lost at sea. “Unhookable” helps you to;
Discover when and how you unconsciously shoot hooks at people.
Discover when and how you unconsciously get hooked by others and by yourself. And more.

Spaceholder: Dor Sharabi
When: Thursday, 2 March
Investment: 10$
Registration: dor519@gmail.com

A weekly space to connect, practice and explore the territory of Music in this times of great discovery, healing, transformation and awakening. Music is a force that moves us like nothing else does.

Spaceholder: Jorge Pedret
When: every Thursday, 10-11.30AM PST
An introduction to the distinctions of Child and Parent Ego States and their Decontamination process, developed in the last 2 years of research in the field of Possibility Management and Radical Responsibility.

Spaceholders: Ana Norambuena & Vera Franco

When: Wed. March 8, 9.30AM CET / 9.30PM NZT

Investment: Free

Registration: https://forms.gle/1C9Xg6zh5dSfxv2V

Forty-seven years researching the activation of human potential leads us to see that each person is the mouth, eyes, hands, and feet for an Archetypal Lineage that is ready to provide value to the village with its services. Your Archetypal Lineage waits for you to prepare yourself to jack-in...

Spaceholders: Clinton Callahan & Anne-Chloé Destremau

When: Wed. March 8, 7-9PM CET

Investment: 10-40 Euros

Registration: soniamaiagoncalves@gmail.com

For some of us, sexual energy became one of the main survival strategies, a way to be safe around both men and women. Flirting to not be threatening, seducing to get what you want. In this month circle we will explore how these strategies manifest in our lives and discover other layers to it.

Spaceholder: Sónia Gonçalves

When: Sunday 12 March, 6-8pm GMT

Investment: 11-33 Euros

Registration: https://forms.gle/gg18dPNLjctrru8

What would it take for you to know what you want, and go for it? Are you aware of the price you pay and the chances you miss by being adaptive and not taking a stand?

Spaceholders: Kathrin and Irene

When: March 13, 7-9pm CET

Investment: Free introduction

Registration: kathrin.jehle@gmx.ch or aire.nefou@gmail.com

An integral part of unfolding your Adult presence includes your Emotional Healing Processes (EHPs). Each EHP is a personal journey into the unknown where you face into unhealed emotions and survival strategies that are in the way of your Presence.
Spaceholder: Tristan Girdwood
When: starting May 1
Investment: 280-400 $
Registration: https://forms.gle/qYoyqpbTfQo5fLdm6

Archichal Podcasts:
Radically Alive Women by Julia Neumann
Radiant Joy Brilliant Love Study Group Recording

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is where you ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this
Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link: https://t.me/+WC5Px7eVEScNugzU

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. Link: https://t.me/+8fJY9XInYdkwNTRi

POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT

Subscribe to the Possibility Management Newsletter at https://possibilitymanagement.org/ (page all the way down)

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.

You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.